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Wetting on nanorough surfaces
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We investigate the wetting properties of random nanostructured surfaces, with particular attention devoted to
the phenomenon of contact angle hysteresis. For this purpose, solid substrates were initially tailored at a
nanometric scale by using swift heavy ion irradiation which produced a random distribution of defects. We
characterize the wetting properties of water on these heterogeneous surfaces by an average spreading parameter
and by the contact angle hysteresis. For weak values of the areal density of defectsfd , the hysteresis grows
linearly with fd , indicating that the defects pin the contact line individually. However, at higher values offd ,
collective pinning effects appear and the hysteresis decreases with increasingfd . We show that in the linear
regime our experimental results are in good quantitative agreement with theoretical predictions for contact
angle hysteresis induced by a single isolated defect on a solid surface.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When a small drop of liquid is deposited on a solid s
face two different behaviors can be identified: either the
uid spreads completely, or it remains unspread and the fl
interface meets the solid surface with a finite contact an
In this latter case, the value of the contact angle is usu
not uniquely defined and depends on the history of the m
tion of the three-phase contact line on the solid surface. T
hysteretic behavior of the contact angle is commonly att
uted to anchoring of the fluid interface on defects of the so
surface, such as chemical heterogeneities or roughness@1#.

The wetting of heterogeneous surfaces has been a top
renewed interest in the last two decades. This interest
largely been motivated by similarities between the motion
a three-phase line in the presence of pinning defects o
solid surface and the more general problem of elastic dyn
ics in a random force field, such as vortices in supracond
tors, fracture propagation, etc.@2,3#. Therefore much theoret
ical and experimental work has been devoted to investiga
of the motion of a fluid interface on a heterogeneous surf
and of the contact angle hysteresis~CAH! @3–13#. From an
experimental point of view, it has been shown that chem
heterogeneities and geometrical defects~roughness! do not
have a similar effect on CAH. The experimental investig
tions of Dettre and Johnson@4# on paraffin wax surfaces o
various roughness showed that the CAH is not a monoto
function of the surface roughness. While for weakly rou
surfaces the CAH increases with the amplitude of roughn
it goes through a maximum and decreases when the ro
ness is further increased. A similar effect was later repor
by de Jongheet al. and attributed to composite wetting, i.e
the formation of air bubbles at the solid-liquid interfa
and/or liquid patches at the solid-air interface@5#. Composite
wetting has been studied experimentally by Bicoet al. on
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tailored surfaces with periodic roughness at the microsco
scale@7,8#. They developed quantitative laws for the advan
ing contact angle in situations of composite wetting, whi
generalize the so-called Wenzel law for the equilibrium co
tact angle on a rough surface@9#. However, such a quantita
tive understanding of the effects of roughness and compo
wetting on the hysteresis of the contact angle is still lacki

The goal of the present work is to understand the infl
ence of nanometric defects on the wetting properties o
solid surface. Indeed, the studies of heterogeneous we
realized up to now deal essentially with surfaces structure
the microscopic scale, with patterns of a few tens of m
crometers in size. Experimental investigations taking into
count roughness effects at a nanometer scale are still lim
probably because such studies are faced with the difficult
obtaining rough surfaces having a controlled~in size and in
concentration! distribution of nanostructures. However, th
investigation of wetting on nanopatterned surfaces is of
terest in many fundamental and applied situations. On
hand, the miniaturization of flow systems in microfluidic d
vices makes an issue of monitoring the wetting properties
a surface with texture at a nanometer scale. On the o
hand, the mechanism of pinning at a nanometric scale ra
the problem of the effect of thermal fluctuations, as e
denced experimentally by Prevostet al. @13#.

In the present study we have used swift heavy ion~SHI!
irradiation for processing our surfaces at the nanome
scale. It is well established that the impact of these proj
tiles at the surface of crystalline oxides induces the format
of hillocks of a few nanometers in size@14–17#. The choice
of both the solid target material and the irradiation para
eters allows us to ‘‘tailor’’ the surfaces with controlled ge
metrical properties. More precisely, the hillock dimensio
depend on both the nature of the ion and the irradiation
ergy, whereas the concentration of such objects is gover
by the irradiated fluence. These feature make SHI a powe
tool to produce controlled nanoscale roughness. We inve
gate here the role played by these topographical defect
the wetting properties of solid surfaces by combining atom
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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TABLE I. Irradiated fluencefd ~hillock concentration!, average distance between hillock structuresD,
fraction of the surface covered by the defectsa, relative expansion of the irradiated surface valuesR* , and
contact angle~advancing and receding! data for different samples.

Sample
Fluence

~ions cm22! D ~nm! a ~%! R* uA ~deg! uR ~deg!

A Reference
surface

0 1 96 85

B 33109 182 0.8 1.008 98 81
C 63109 129 1.7 1.017 110 80
D 131010 100 2.8 1.028 113 77
E 231010 71 5.5 1.057 108 79
F 431010 50 10.7 1.110 96 79
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force microscopy AFM observations and contact angle m
surements.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Surface processing

Single crystals of LiNbO3 with a low roughness value
purchased from Photonetics were used. Those crystals
processed twice. First, structures of a nanometric size w
created by using swift heavy ion irradiation at Grand Acc´l-
érateur National d’lons Lourds~GANIL !. As shown in pre-
vious studies of the effects of SHI on crystalline oxides,
high density of energy transferred by the projectile ion to
target electrons induces atomic motion and latent track
mation along the projectile trajectory. These tracks consis
an amorphous core surrounded by a strained crystal z
The hillock structure observed at the surface results from
out-of-plane expansion of the amorphous core, because
latter has a lower density than the pristine crystal@14–16#. In
the present work, the irradiations were performed at ro
temperature using208Pb ions of 500 MeV energy and flu
ences extending from 109 to 631010 ions cm22. In order to
ensure the homogeneity of the irradiated surface, the
beam was carefully scanned in both the vertical and horiz
tal directions over a zone of 24 cm2, considerably larger than
the sample area of about 4 cm2. This procedure was repea
edly found to provide a uniform distribution of projectil
impacts at the target surface. For the different fluences u
in this work we determined the corresponding fractions
the surface covered by the defects~a! as well as the averag
distance ~D! between two neighboring defects~given in
Table I!. The a values are determined from the followin
expression:

a512exp~2fdA!, ~1!

whereA is the defect cross section andfd is the irradiation
fluence. This relation assumes that~i! the defect creation
results from the impact of only one projectile onto the virg
part of the surface;~ii ! a damaged zone is not modified b
the arrival on it of further projectiles.

Second, in order to obtain contact angles large enoug
be accurately measured and to have a wide range of varia
of the contact angle hysteresis, octadecyltrichlorosila
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~OTS! molecules were grafted on the tailored surfaces. P
to the OTS deposition, the samples were cleaned accor
to the following procedure: rinsing thoroughly in hot wat
with Micro90 detergent in an ultrasonic bath for;30 min,
and rinsing again in deionized water. In order to provide
reference surface the OTS molecules were also grafted
virgin sample.

B. Surface characterization

The sample surfaces were examined using atomic fo
microscopy. These observations were performed on an
plorer Nanoscope microscope operating in both contact
tapping modes. The surfaces were probed under amb
conditions with pyramidal silicon nitride tips in the conta
mode. AFM measurements in the tapping mode were p
formed with silicon tips having a nominal radius curvature
;15 nm.

In order to investigate the wettability properties of th
processed surfaces, contact angle measurements were
formed using the sessile drop method. For such experim
the samples were introduced in a glass chamber and a de
ized water drop was put on the substrate through a micro
ringe. All measurements were made in a saturated at
sphere, allowing us to avoid evaporation problems. T
three-phase contact line of the water drop was advance
receded by adding or withdrawing a small volume~;1 ml!
of water. The measurements were done optically with
accuracy of 3°. The angle values were obtained from at le
four drops located at different points on the surface. T
procedure allows one to take into account possible non
formity of the surface probed by the contact angle.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Surface topography

Prior to characterizing the topographic modifications
duced at the irradiated surfaces, we examined by AFM~in
contact mode! both the pristine sample and the as-graft
monolayer on LiNbO3 crystals, which constitute our refer
ence surfaces. In Fig. 1 we present the AFM micrograp
obtained in the contact mode, and the corresponding sur
profiles recorded on both bare and OTS grafted surfaces.
rms roughness values, measured on a scanned zone
mm2, are 0.1 and 0.13 nm, respectively. These observat
4-2
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FIG. 1. Top view and surface
profiles recorded on LiNbO3 crys-
tals: ~a! pristine sample;~b! pris-
tine sample after OTS grafting.
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demonstrate that the OTS monolayer follows the surface
pography very well, reaching about 100% total surface c
erage. No significant cluster formation was observed and
surface roughness value remains low after the monola
grafting. In order to avoid any modification induced by t
probing tip, the AFM observations of the irradiated surfac
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were performed only in the tapping mode. Figure 2 displa
typical AFM images, in both top and perspective views, o
LiNbO3 surface irradiated with Pb ions~fluence used 1010 Pb
atoms per cm2!. A random distribution of conical-shaped hil
ocks with a maximal elevation of;14 nm is clearly ob-
served. In agreement with previous studies@14,16# using
FIG. 2. ~a! Top view and sur-
face profile of as-irradiated
sample (fd51010 Pb cm22); ~b!
perspective view of this sample.
4-3
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both transmission electron microscopy observations,
formed on a cross sectional specimen, and Rutherford b
scattering spectrometry in resonant scattering conditio
these hillock structures are amorphous and present the s
atomic composition as that of the pristine sample. The h
ock dimensions can be extracted from an analysis of pro
lines like those shown in Fig. 2. For this study, more than
impacts were analyzed from images obtained at four dif
ent locations. From the histograms collected from these m
surements a mean basal diameter of 3464 nm and a mean
height of 9.561.5 nm were determined. It is worth noticin
that as the hillocks and the probe tip apex are of sim
width, the resulting image will be a convolution of the hil
ock and the probe tip apex. In the last few years, tip fin
size effects on AFM images have been investigated in de
@18,19#. To date, different approaches are usually adopte
order to correct the raw data for the tip convolution effect.
this work we extracted the real hillock diameter from o
measurements through geometric considerations base
the following hypotheses: ~i! the shape of the probing tip i
assumed to be parabolic with a minimum radius curvatureR;
~ii ! the hillock structures are described as circular cones
heighth and radiusr. From this simple geometrical descrip
tion, the observed hillock radiusr m is given by r m5r
1Rh/2r . An average diameter value of 19 nm was det
mined from our observations. Finally, the characterization
our surfaces was completed by AFM observations after O
grafting on such tailored samples. Similarly to the abo
mentioned case of nonstructured samples, the film does
seem to modify the surface topography. From measurem
of the hillock dimensions and the assumption of a coni
shape for these asperities we calculated the relative ex
sionR* ~the ratio of the actual solid area to its projection! of
the irradiated surfaces for all samples investigated. In
approach, we have takenR* 51 for a nonirradiated surfac
and assumed that there is no overlap between two def
This hypothesis is in agreement with the low defect conc
tration used in our investigations. For example, at the ma
mal fluence used (431010 cm22) the average distance be
tween two structures is still 50 nm and the fraction of t
surface covered by the defects~a! is of the order of 11%.
Therefore, in these conditions the defect characteristics
independent of the fluence and theR* values vary only with
the number of defects per unity surface. The whole se
results obtained is reported in Table I.

B. Wetting properties

From the experimental measurements of both advan
(uA) and receding (uR) contact angles we have determine
for each investigated surface, two fundamental parame
for the wetting phenomenon. The first one is the aver
contact angleu0 , defined as cosu05(cosuA1cosuR)/2,
which is related to the average spreading parameter. The
ond one is the contact angle hysteresis, defined asH
5g(cosuR2cosuA). The values obtained for these two p
rameters in our reference~unirradiated! surface areu0
590.5° andH513.8 mN m21, respectively. Note that in
previous studies dealing with water contact angles meas
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on OTS monolayers grafted on a silica surface, the value
these two parameters areu05109° and H56 mN m21

@20,21#. This difference can be ascribed to the influence
the chemical composition of the solid surface on the str
ture of grafted OTS layers. A quantitative study of the ro
played by the different parameters~such as temperature an
the deposition process! on the formation of silanized mono
layers on LiNbO3 is now in progress.

1. The average contact angle

Figure 3 presents the cosine of contact angles, given
Table I, as a function of the hillock concentration. It appe
that the cosine of the average contact angle varies v
slightly with the defect density. This variation is not signifi
cant with respect to the resolution of the measurements. T
absence of variation of the average contact angle with
number of defects shows that the wetting of the nanostr
tured surfaces retains a symmetrical character with respe
the advancing or receding motion of the fluid interface. T
property can be explained by the fact that, since the lo
contact angle of the liquid on the surfaceu0 is close to 90°,
advancing and receding contact lines encounter symme
situations when moving across a purely geometrical defec
isotropic shape.

Indeed, the effect of the relative expansion of the surfa
R* on the equilibrium contact angle of a liquid on a surfa
is usually described by Wenzel’s law: cosueq5R* cosu0,
which expresses that the real surface area isR* times larger
than the projected one. Since theR* values of our nanotai-
lored surfaces are close to unity, we do not expect a sign
cant variation of this equilibrium contact angle. Bicoet al.
@7,8# studied the limit of Wenzel’s law when composite we
ting occurs~air bubbles or liquid drops trapped by surfa
defects!. They showed that regimes of composite wetti

FIG. 3. Cosine of contact angle measured on the textured
face as a function of the irradiated fluence: advancingUA , receding
U , and at equilibriumU0 . Note that the irradiated fluences corr
spond to the areal concentration of the hillock structures.
4-4
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appear at roughness values much higher than those inv
gated here.

Therefore the variation of the average contact angle w
the defect concentration in Fig. 3 is consistent with wha
expected for the wetting of a heterogeneous surface w
purely geometrical defects. We cannot completely exclu
however, a chemical heterogeneity of the defects, due
instance to a small variation in the coverage of the surface
OTS molecules, which would result in a slightly differe
wetting property of the surface at the level of the hillock
Assuming that in this case the average contact angle w
be the same as the equilibrium contact angle, one can
mate from the data of Fig. 3 that this chemical heterogen
should not exceedD(gSV2gSI)56 mN/m.

2. The wetting hysteresis

The values of the contact angle hysteresisH are plotted
versus the defect concentrationfd in Fig. 4. Two different
evolutions are identified.

For a low defect concentrationfd,fc , H increases lin-
early with fd . This variation suggests that each defect in
vidually pins the contact line. The slope of the straight li
fitting the experimental points corresponds to the total ene
W dissipated by one defect when the contact angle mo
back and forth on it. From our experiments we findW53.2
310216 N m. For a detailed analysis of the hysteresis beh
ior in the regime of low defect concentration, we compa
our experimental results with the predictions of a simplifi
version of the theory developed by Joanny and de Genne@2#
describing the behavior of a contact line in the presence
single localized defect. In this approach, the equilibrium p
sition of the triple line on a solid surface results from t
action of two opposed forces: the force due to the def
which pins the contact line, and the elastic restoring for
which tends to bring the line back to the original undisturb
position. The latter force is proportional to the amplitude
the deformation. Assuming that the topographical defec

FIG. 4. Contact angle hysteresis versus the areal defect con
tration ~irradiated fluence!.
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on a planar surface, the interacting force between the de
and the triple line is provided by the following relation:

f 52gd sinu0 sinS du

dxD , ~2!

whered is the size of the defect whileu is the defect ampli-
tude as indicated in Fig. 5. Considering that the balance
tween these forces leads to hysteresis, the total energy d
pated by one defect around a hysteresis cycle is given
dimensional analysis as

W5
f 2

2K
, ~3!

whereK, the spring constant characteristic of the restor
force, is written asK52pg(12cosu0)/ln(L/d), andL is the
range of deformation of the contact line.

In order to determine the value of the force on a defe
we assume that no chemical heterogeneities are created
ing the OTS grafting process, that is, only topographical
fects are present at our surfaces. In this respect, taking
account the fact that these defects should anchor the co
line both when it advances and when it recedes, we can w
the relation~3! as f 5AKW. From our experimental result
we determine both the spring constantK and the defect force
f. For the determination of theK value, we assume that th
range of deformation of the contact lineL corresponds to the
capillary lengthk21 of the liquid. By using the experimenta
data k2152.7 mm, g572 mN m21, and average contac
angle at the reference surfaceu0590.5°, we find K
538.4 mN m21 and f 53.531029 N. On the other hand, we
have also estimated the anchorage forcef of the contact line
produced by topographical defects given by relation~2!. As-
suming a conical shape for the hillock structures, the de
slope isdu/dx545°. Inserting the experimental data in r
lation ~2! we find f 59.7310210 N. The agreement betwee
theory and experiment is fairly good, taking into account th
the theoretical expression~3! used here is only dimensiona
A more quantitative analysis should take into account
actual shape of the defects. We have not performed suc
analysis here, since the extraction of the exact shape of
defect from the AFM images presents difficulties due to i
age distortions caused by the finite size of the probing ti

For higher defect concentration, a slope inversion is
served in the experimental curve andH decreases with in-
creasingfd . This behavior indicates that, despite the rath
large mean distance which remains between two individ
impacts~e.g., forfd5231010 Pb cm22 the average distanc
between two defects is still 71 nm!, an overlap in the defor-
mation of the contact line occurs. Such hysteresis behavio
not clear to us. In this range of fluence, the defects are
from overlapping themselves significantly and their ind

n-

FIG. 5. A plane surface with smooth roughness.
4-5
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vidual characteristics remain unchanged; therefore this
ferent regime of variation of the hysteresis has to do with
onset of collective effects in pinning. Previous studies of
collective effects in the anchoring of a contact line by seve
defects predict that the contact angle hysteresis should
crease with the defect density, although this variation is l
than linear@6,22#. On the other hand, even at the highe
defect concentrations investigated here, the surface cove
by defects is still low and one cannot consider that add
new defects decreases its heterogeneity. We can think of
mechanisms that may be responsible for this regime.
first one is the ‘‘bipolar’’ character of topographical defec
The contact line motion around an isolated defect can
divided into two sequences: Initially, it takes an upward
rection and the defect is seen as attractive by the contact
subsequently, taking a downward direction, the defect is s
as repulsive and is able to anchor the contact line. These
sequences do not depend on the direction of motion of
contact line and occur in both advancing and receding m
tion. When a defect acts individually on the contact line
ambivalent wetting or nonwetting characteristic with resp
to the flat surface has no particular consequences. But w
two or more defects act collectively, the wetting side of o
defect may help the contact line to untrap from the nonw
ting side of another one, resulting in partial annihilation of
individual trapping efficiency. The second mechanism is
possible formation of nanobubbles at the water-OTS in
face as shown in the AFM investigation by Tyrell and Atta
@23#. The conditions for the formation of such nanobubb
are not yet well understood. However, since they appea
the nonwetting OTS surface one may think that their form
tion is favored by the presence of roughness defects in
, J

c

.
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ficiently high concentration, and that in return they scre
those defects, which would result in a decrease of the con
angle hysteresis.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have shown experimentally that a rand
topographical distribution of nanometric defects influenc
the wetting properties of solid surfaces. By focusing our
vestigations on the phenomenon of contact angle hyster
H we have evidenced the existence of two different regim
that depend on the defect concentrationfd . The linear in-
crease ofH with fd , observed for low defect concentratio
is reasonably described by a pinning-depinning process
the contact line by individual defects. The decrease ofH with
increasingfd , evidenced in the high-concentration regim
indicates that a destructive interaction of surface defe
should occur at the contact line. These results open at l
two main directions for further work. On one hand we pl
to perform both numerical simulations and complement
contact angle measurements in a wider defect concentra
range and with various defect sizes in order to determ
quantitatively the influence of the defect interaction on t
motion of the contact line on a topographically rough s
face. In particular we will focus numerical work on the in
fluence of the ‘‘bipolar’’ character of roughness defects
their collective anchoring properties. On the other hand,
intend to study the water-OTS covered LiNO3 interface at
the nanometric scale by noncontact mode AFM, in order
investigate the possible occurrence of composite wetting
nanobubbles and the role of small-size defects in this eff
S.
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